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Welcome to the wonderful world of atmas, the innermost being and power of plants and their original DNA
with their uplifting divine qualities and potential for strengthening the continuous development and

unfoldment of plants and human beings.

The inner power of the plants is seen, experienced, painted and described by Casandra for years, and this
creativity is brought out to the world as reproductions, atma picture cards, atma essences and atma oils, and

this the first of two books with paintings and descriptions of the atmas.

Volume 1 contains 3 times 20 atmas with particular focus on 1. Transforming the whole spectrum of the sun’s
radiance of life. 2. Upliftment of love in human lifestreams, flora and earth. 3. Strengthening health in

humans, flora and earth.

The upcoming Vol. 2 will contain the atmas with special focus on the inner child, lifestream and I AM
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